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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present effective quantization approaches for com-

pressing the deep neural networks (DNNs). A key ingredient is

a novel dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm to obtain

the optimal solution of scalar K-means clustering. Based on the ap-

proaches with regularization and quantization function, two weight

quantization approaches called DPR and DPQ for compressing nor-

mal DNNs are proposed respectively. Experiments show that they

produce models with higher inference accuracy than recently pro-

posed counterparts while achieving same or larger compression.

They are also extended for compressing robust DNNs, and the rele-

vant experiments show 16X compression of the robust ResNet-18

model with less than 3% accuracy drop on both natural and adver-

sarial examples.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been demonstrated to be suc-

cessful on many tasks. However, the size of DNN model has contin-

uously increased while it achieves better performance. As a result,

the storage space of DNN becomes a major concern if we deploy it

on resource-constrained devices, especially in the edge-computing

and AI-of-things applications
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In recent years, there are a lot of work on compressing DNNmod-

els. The proposed techniques consist of pruning [12, 17], knowledge

distillation [14], quantization [2–4, 8, 11, 28], low-rank approxima-

tion [5, 7, 21, 25], etc. Among them, quantization based methods

represent the network weights with very low precision, thus yield-

ing highly compact DNN models compared to their floating-point

counterparts. Weight sharing [2, 3, 8, 11] is a kind of quantiza-

tion method, which applies clustering on the weights, so as to

achieve compression by only recording cluster centers and weight

assignment indexes. Other quantization methods can be regarded

as variants of scalar weight sharing, which restrict the weights to

floating-point numbers satisfying certain constraints [4, 28]. The

parameter space with them is a subspace of the parameter space

for the DNN applying the weight sharing with same bit length.

Therefore, the weight sharing approach could provide better perfor-

mance of compression, while the other quanization schemes may

be more friendly to inference acceleration.

DNNs are vulnerable to adversarial examples, which can be

crafted by adding visually impercetible perturbations on images.

Several approaches for training robust DNN models were recently

proposed [9, 29], to defense the adversarial examples. However,

there is few work devoted to the compression of robust DNNmodel,

and most of them only employ the pruning and/or simple quantiza-

tion technique [10, 15].

In various quantization approaches, the K-means clustering prob-

lem is often involved. It is always solved with the Lloyd’s algorithm

[20] in existing work, resulting in a solution which is non-optimal,

and sensitive to the initial guess as revealed by experiments in [11].

In this work, we focus on the compression of DNN models. We

consider the scalar K-means clustering without using the Lloyd’s

algorithm, and explore better weight quantization approaches for

the compression of normal and robust DNNs. One of our key contri-

butions is a dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm producing

the optimal solution of scalar clustering problem. It has 𝑂 (𝑁 2𝐾)
time complexity, where 𝑁 and 𝐾 are the numbers of scalars and

clusters respectively. The algorithm is collaborated with the weight

quantization approaches to improve the compression of normal

and robust DNN models.

The major contributions of this work are as follows.

• A dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm is proposed to

obtain the optimal solution of the K-means clustering problem

with scalar data.

• A DP assisted approach with regularization (called DPR) and a

DP assisted approach with quantization function (called DPQ)

are proposed to compress normal DNN models. DPR trains a
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clustering-friendly network and then compresses it with weight

clustering. DPQ trains the network with a formulation including

quantization function and employs the DP based algorithm to

obtain better clustering. They are then extended to DPR+ and

DPQ+ approaches respectively, through collaborating with the

state-of-the-art TRADES [29], for compressing robust DNNs.

• Experiments on normal DNNs have shown the advantages of

DPR and DPQ over other compression approaches like Deep

K-Means [24] and LQ-Net [28]. For GoogLeNet on ImageNet

dataset, DPQ results in a model which is 2.5X smaller and with

1% higher inference accuracy than that produced by Deep K-

means. For ResNet-18, the models obtained with DPQ show 0.5%

higher accuracy than those by LQ-Net with same compression

ratio. Besides, up to 77X compression of Wide ResNet is achieved

(with < 3% accuracy drop) by a combinatorial scheme including

DPR, the pruning and Huffman coding techniques.

• Experiments on robust DNNs have validated the effectiveness

of the proposed DPR+ and DPQ+ approaches. With 2-bit quan-

tization, DPR+ produces a compressed robust ResNet-18 model

which exhibits less than 3% accuracy drop on both natural and

adversarial examples.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Weight Sharing and Quantization

The scalar weight sharing introduced by [11] is the first quantization

approach. Regard the weights of DNN as a set of vectors 𝑊 =
{𝑊1, · · · ,𝑊𝑚}, where𝑊𝑖 ∈ R

𝑛𝑖 . Accordingly, the result of scalar

weight sharing can be expressed as 𝐶 = [𝐶1, · · · ,𝐶𝑚] ∈ R
𝐾×𝑚 ,

where 𝐾 is the number of clusters and vector 𝐶𝑖 contains the 𝐾
cluster centers. The uncompressed DNN needs 32

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 bits for

storing the weights, as each weight is expressed as a 32-bit floating-

point number. With the weight sharing, each element of 𝑊𝑖 is

represented by an element in 𝐶𝑖 ∈ R
𝐾 . So, we just need log2 𝐾 ·∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 bits to encode the index and 32𝑚𝐾 bits to store the cluster

centers. This scalar clustering leads to the compression ratio:

𝑟 =
32

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

log2 𝐾 ·
∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 + 32𝑚𝐾

, (1)

which approximates 32/log2 𝐾 .
A naive approach for weight sharing regards the problem as the

K-means clustering of the trained weights. However, the weights

often follow the Gaussian distribution, which is consistent with the

phenomenon observed by [3] that the weights of learned convo-

lutional filters are typically smooth. This is shown in Fig. 1(a) as

an example, and means the learned weights may be unsuitable for

clustering or quantization. Thus, the network has to be retrained

to compensate for the accuracy loss caused by weight sharing [11].

Because for each weight, the cluster it belongs to is fixed during

the retraining, this is the same as what’s done for HashedNet [2],

i.e randomly grouping each weight and then training, and could

not produce a good DNN model [19].

Training DNN and performing weight sharing can be formulated

as a single optimization problem. If the loss function of training

DNN is 𝐿(𝑊 ), the optimization problem can be expressed as:

min𝑊,𝐶 𝐿(𝑊 ), (2)

s. t. 𝐶 = [𝐶1,𝐶2, · · · ,𝐶𝑚] ∈ R
𝐾×𝑚,

𝑊 = {𝑊1,𝑊2, · · · ,𝑊𝑚} , and ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑖 .

The constraint means every element in vector𝑊𝑖 appears in the

vector 𝐶𝑖 containing cluster centers. This formulation is also suit-
able for a general quantization method. For a non-weight-sharing

approach (e.g. low-bit representation), a problem with more con-

straints added to (2) is solved.

If the weights are regarded as vectors for clustering, it becomes

the vector weight sharing problem, which was investigated in [24].

Vector weight sharing produces larger compression ratio than (1)

(even > 32), but it may induce sacrifice on accuracy as compared

with the scalar weight sharing. A non-weight-sharing quantization

approach can be regarded as a variant of scalar weight sharing. It

trades off smaller parameter space for faster inference computation.

There are mainly two kinds of approaches for the quantization

problem. One coverts (2) to a formulation with regularization item.

The other takes the constraints into account with quantization func-

tion. They are briefly introduced in the following two subsections.

2.2 The Approach with Regularization

The optimization problem (2) is difficult to solve. One can convert

the constraints to a regularization item in the loss function. Then,

solving the new formulation results in a clustering-friendly model.

For simplicity, we just consider the problem with𝑚 = 1 where

the weight vector𝑊 ′ ∈ R𝑛 is clustered to 𝐾 centers 𝑐1, 𝑐2, · · · , 𝑐𝐾 .
For (2), the constraints can be converted to a regularization item

𝜆
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 min1≤𝑘≤𝐾 (𝑊

′
𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘 )

2 in the loss function, where 𝜆 is a La-
grange multiplier. The regularization item corresponds to the loss

of K-means clustering problem, which is generally NP-hard for

vector data. An approximate algorithm for K-means clustering

was proposed in [27], which relaxed the problem to minimizing

𝑇𝑟 (𝑊 ′𝑇𝑊 ′) −𝑇𝑟 (𝐹𝑇𝑊 ′𝑇𝑊 ′𝐹 ) with constraint 𝐹𝑇 𝐹 = 𝐼 . Here, 𝑇𝑟
denotes the matrix trace, 𝐹 ∈ R𝑛×𝐾 , and 𝐼 is the identity matrix. A
singular value decomposition (SVD) based algorithm was proposed

in [27] to obtain the closed-form solution of the relaxed problem.

Based on this, an approach called Deep K-means was proposed for

the weight-sharing compression of DNN, which solves [24]:

min𝑊 ′,𝐹 {𝐿(𝑊
′) + 𝜆[𝑇𝑟 (𝑊 ′𝑇𝑊 ′) −𝑇𝑟 (𝐹𝑇𝑊 ′𝑇𝑊 ′𝐹 )]}, (3)

s. t. 𝐹 ∈ R𝑛×𝐾 , 𝐹𝑇 𝐹 = 𝐼 .

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The histograms of weights in the FreshNet model’s

first convolution layer obtained from (a) a normal training,

and (b) a clustering-friendly training.
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An iterative procedure was proposed in [24] to solve (3), which

updates𝑊 ′ and 𝐹 alternatively.𝑊 ′ is updated with the stochastic

gradient descent (SGD) approach at each iteration, while 𝐹 is up-

dated by computing 𝐾-truncated SVD after training every 𝑡 epochs.

2.3 The Approach with Quantization Function

The quantization function is also used to model the effect of cluster-

ing in (2). Suppose we have a quantization function 𝑄𝑖 for each𝑊𝑖

and 𝐶𝑖 , where 𝑄𝑖 (𝑥) = argmin𝑐∈𝐶𝑖
|𝑥 − 𝑐 |. Then, the quantization

functions can be plugged into the neural network directly. The

optimization problem for quantization (2) is converted to:

min𝑊,𝐶 𝐿(𝑄1 (𝑊1), 𝑄2 (𝑊2), · · · , 𝑄𝑚 (𝑊𝑚)), (4)

s. t. 𝐶 = [𝐶1,𝐶2, · · · ,𝐶𝑚] ∈ R
𝐾×𝑚,

∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑄𝑖 (𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 ) = argmin𝑐∈𝐶𝑖
|𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 − 𝑐 | .

Once the cluster centers 𝐶 is given,𝑊 can be optimized by SGD.

However, the
𝜕𝑄𝑖 (𝑊𝑖,𝑗 )

𝜕𝑊𝑖,𝑗
is zero almost everywhere, which makes

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑊𝑖,𝑗

= 0 and training neural network is infeasible. A common solu-

tion to this is a so-called straight-through estimator (STE) technique

[4], which approximates 𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑊𝑖,𝑗

with 𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑄𝑖 (𝑊𝑖,𝑗 )

.

The remaining problem is how to choose𝐶 . Let 𝐿 be the bit length
for quantization, i.e.𝐾 = 2𝐿 . With LQ-Net [28], which is an effective

DNN quantization scheme with quantization function, a quantizer

basis 𝑣𝑖 ∈ R
𝐿 and an encoding matrix 𝐵𝑖 ∈ {−1, 1}𝑛𝑖×𝐿 for each

vector𝑊𝑖 are found at each iteration to minimize | |𝐵𝑖𝑣𝑖 −𝑊𝑖 | |
2
2.

Then, for each quantization function 𝑄𝑖 vector 𝐶𝑖 = 𝐵∗𝑣𝑖 , where
matrix 𝐵∗ ∈ R𝐾×𝐿 contains all vectors from set {−1, 1}𝐿 .

3 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ASSISTED
APPROACHES FOR DNN COMPRESSION

In this section, we first propose the dynamic programming based

algorithm for the scalar clustering problem. Then, we present its

applications to improve the aforementioned two approaches for

DNN quantization.

3.1 A DP Based Algorithm for Scalar Clustering

As we know, the K-means clustering problem is NP-hard for general

vector data. Therefore, the global optimum for the vector quantiza-

tion cannot be found in reasonable time. Nevertheless, we find out

that the optimal solution of the scalar K-means clustering can be

obtained in polynomial time, based on the following Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Let 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥2 ≤ · · · ≤ 𝑥𝑁 be 𝑁 scalars which need to

be clustered into 𝐾 classes. The clustering result is expressed as an

integer index set 𝑝 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, · · · , 𝑝𝑁 }, 1 ≤ 𝑝𝑖 ≤ 𝐾 , which means 𝑥𝑖
belongs to the 𝑝𝑖 -th cluster. If the K-means clustering is to minimize

𝑔(𝑝, 𝑐) =
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑐𝑝𝑖 )

2 , (5)

s.t. 𝑐 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, · · · , 𝑐𝐾 }, 𝑐1 < 𝑐2 < · · · < 𝑐𝐾 ,

an optimal solution 𝑝 satisfies: 1 = 𝑝1 ≤ 𝑝2 ≤ · · · ≤ 𝑝𝑁 = 𝐾 .

Proof. Suppose the ascending array 𝑐 = {𝑐𝑖 } stands for the
cluster centers for the optimal solution. Let 𝑐 ′0=−∞, 𝑐

′
1= (𝑐1+𝑐2)/2,

𝑐 ′2= (𝑐2+𝑐3)/2, · · · , 𝑐
′
𝐾−1= (𝑐𝐾−1+𝑐𝐾 )/2, 𝑐

′
𝐾 =∞. We can construct

a clustering solution by setting 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑗 , for any 𝑥𝑖 satisfying 𝑐 ′𝑗−1 ≤

𝑥𝑖 <𝑐 ′𝑗 (meaning 𝑐 𝑗 is the closest cluster center for 𝑥𝑖 ). Therefore,

this solution minimizes 𝑔(𝑝, 𝑐) and is an optimal solution satisfying
1 = 𝑝1 ≤ 𝑝2 ≤ · · · ≤ 𝑝𝑁 = 𝐾 . �

Theorem 1 infers that by suitable interval partition we can get

the optimal K-means clustering of the weights (see Fig. 2). Let

𝑥1 ≤ · · · ≤ 𝑥𝑁 be the sorted weights for quantization, and 𝐺𝑛,𝑘 be
the minimum loss for clustering the first 𝑛 weights into 𝑘 clusters.

Based on Theorem 1, we have

𝐺𝑛,𝑘 = min
𝑘−1≤𝑖<𝑛

{𝐺𝑖,𝑘−1 + ℎ(𝑖 + 1, 𝑛)}, 1 < 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁, (6)

where ℎ(𝑙, 𝑞) = min𝑐
∑𝑞
𝑖=𝑙 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑐)2, meaning the minimum cluster-

ing error (loss) for clustering 𝑥𝑙 , 𝑥𝑙+1, · · · , 𝑥𝑞 to one class. For the
trivial situation with 𝑘 = 1, 𝐺𝑛,1 = ℎ(1, 𝑛). Now, we consider how
to obtain the optimal clustering corresponding to 𝐺𝑛,𝑘 for the situ-
ations with 𝑘 > 1. Following (6), we need to enumerate all possible

𝑖 which represents the largest index of scalar not belonging to the
𝑘-th cluster. The minimum loss for clustering (i.e. quantization er-

ror) includes two parts: the minimum loss for clustering 𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑖
into 𝑘 − 1 clusters, i.e. 𝐺𝑖,𝑘−1, and the minimum quantization error

that quantizing 𝑥𝑖+1, · · · , 𝑥𝑛 into a single value, i.e. ℎ(𝑖 + 1, 𝑛). The
latter part can be easily calculated, and the mean of scalars should

be the cluster center (quanitzed value). So,

ℎ(𝑙, 𝑞) =
𝑞∑

𝑖=𝑙

(𝑥𝑖 −
1

𝑞 − 𝑙 + 1

𝑞∑

𝑗=𝑙

𝑥 𝑗 )
2 (7)

=
𝑞∑

𝑖=𝑙

𝑥2𝑖 −
1

𝑞 − 𝑙 + 1
(

𝑞∑

𝑖=𝑙

𝑥𝑖 )
2 .

For clustering, we need to know the optimal solution {𝑐𝑖 }, instead
of the clustering error. We can use an auxiliary array 𝑧 to depict
the optimal clustering obtained by solving (6):

𝑧𝑛,𝑘 = argmin𝑘−1≤𝑖<𝑛{𝐺𝑖,𝑘−1 + ℎ(𝑖 + 1, 𝑛)} + 1. (8)

𝑧𝑛,𝑘 is the index of the first scalar in the last class, when the first
𝑛 scalars in {𝑥𝑖 } are clustered into 𝑘 classes optimally. During the

recursive procedure of solving (6) we can get the 𝑧𝑛,𝑘 values. And,
for example, with 𝑧𝑁,𝐾 the last cluster center 𝑐𝐾 can be obtained.

The core idea of dynamic programming is breaking a complicated

problem down into simpler sub-problems in a recursive manner

[6]. From the above discussion, we see that (6) reflects the optimal

substructure for solving the scalar K-means clustering problem, and

(8) guides us to find an optimal solution. Along with (7) and other

dynamic programming skills, we derive Algorithm 1 for optimally

solving the scalar quantization problem.

Based on Theorem 1, the related derivation (6) through (8), and

the principle of dynamic programming, we can prove the optimality

of the DP based algorithm for scalar quantization, i.e. Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. The DP based algorithm for scalar quantization (Al-

gorithm 1) obtains the optimal solution for the K-means clustering

problem of scalar data (i.e., the minimization of (5)).

�� �� �� �� �� ���	 �
 ��� ��

� �� �� ��

�

Figure 2: Illustration of the optimal solution of clustering 𝑁
scalars into 𝐾 classes.
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Algorithm 1 DP based scalar quantization

Input: 𝑁 scalars 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥2 · · · ≤ 𝑥𝑁 , number of clusters 𝐾 .
Output: The 𝐾 cluster centers in the optimal solution.

1: Define two 𝑁 × 𝐾 arrays 𝐺 and 𝑧.
2: for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑁 do

3: Pre-compute ℎ( 𝑗, 𝑖) for 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 based on (7).
4: 𝐺𝑖,1 ← ℎ(1, 𝑖), 𝑧𝑖,1 ← 1.

5: Calculate 𝐺𝑖,𝑘 and 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 based on (6) and (8) for 1 < 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾 .
6: end for

7: 𝑛 ← 𝑁
8: for 𝑖 ← 𝐾 downto 1 do

9: 𝑐𝑖 ← (
∑𝑛
𝑗=𝑧𝑛,𝑖

𝑥 𝑗 )/(𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛,𝑖 ).
10: 𝑛 ← 𝑧𝑛,𝑖 − 1.
11: end for

12: return 𝑐1, 𝑐2, · · · , 𝑐𝐾 .

For Step 3 of Alg. 1, we just need enumerate 𝑗 from 𝑖 to 1, and
use two variables to store

∑𝑖
𝑘=𝑗 𝑥

2
𝑘
and

∑𝑖
𝑘=𝑗 𝑥𝑘 . Then, with (7) we

can obtain ℎ( 𝑗, 𝑖) for all 𝑗 < 𝑖 , with a time complexity of 𝑂 (𝑖) for
a given 𝑖 . The time complexity of Step 5 is 𝑂 (𝑖𝐾) for a given 𝑖 ,
since (6) needs𝑂 (𝑖) time for calculating each𝐺𝑖,𝑘 and 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 with the
pre-computed ℎ( 𝑗, 𝑖). This derives that the time complexity of Alg.
1 is𝑂 (𝑁 2𝐾), where 𝑁 is the numbers of scalars. We will make sure

that 𝑁 is not very large to save computation, when applying it to

the weight quantization. It should be pointed out that, Alg. 1 can be

easily extended to other kinds of clustering problem, such as that if

the 𝐿2 norm in the loss function (5) is replaced with 𝐿1 norm.

3.2 DP Assisted Approach with Regularization

Inspired by Deep K-means [24], we propose a DP assisted approach

with regularization (called DPR) for DNN compression, which di-

rectly optimizes the Lagrangian function of (2) during the training

process with the help of the proposed DP based algorithm. The

problem is an unconstrained optimization:

min
𝑊,𝐶

{𝐿(𝑊 ) + 𝜆
𝑚∑

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖∑

𝑗=1

min
1≤𝑘≤𝐾

(𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 −𝐶𝑖,𝑘 )
2}, (9)

where 𝜆 is the Lagrange multiplier. After solving it, we can obtain
a clustering-friendly network (an example is shown in Fig. 1(b)).

The problem is solved through alternatively optimizing𝑊 and

𝐶 . After every 𝑡 epochs of SGD based optimization of𝑊 , we opti-

mize 𝐶 by solving a scalar K-means clustering with the DP based

algorithm (Alg. 1). In practice, for an fully-connected (FC) layer

with 𝑛𝑓 𝑐 ×𝑚𝑓 𝑐 weights, we divide them into 𝑛𝑓 𝑐 parts (each con-
tains 𝑛 = 𝑚𝑓 𝑐 weights). We cluster the weights row by row. For a

convolutional layer with 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ×𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 × ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ×𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 weights,
we divide the weights into 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 parts and each part contains

𝑛 = 𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 × ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 × 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 weights. In this way, the number of
weights on which we do clustering will be no more than 10000

for most mainstream DNNs. So, the computational time for the

DP based algorithm is affordable. This fine-grained scalar cluster-

ing improves the accuracy if compared with clustering all weights

as a whole, and just induces negligible drop of compression ratio.

Compared with Deep K-means [24], we do not relax the original

optimization problem and thus may achieve better accuracy.

The DPR is also applicable to the robust DNN models. We just

need to add the clustering error, i.e. the minimum loss 𝐺𝑁,𝐾 , as a
regularization term to the loss function optimized during the train-

ing process. We consider the state-of-the-art TRADES (TRadeoff-

inspiredAdversarial DEfense via Surrogate-lossminimization)model

for robust DNN [29]. The new formulation for training becomes:

min
𝑊,𝐶

{𝐿(𝑓 (𝑋 ;𝑊 ), 𝑌 ) + max
𝑋 ′ ∈B(𝑋,𝜖)

𝛾𝐿(𝑓 (𝑋 ;𝑊 ), 𝑓 (𝑋 ′;𝑊 ))

+ 𝜆
𝑚∑

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖∑

𝑗=1

min
1≤𝑘≤𝐾

(𝑊𝑖, 𝑗 −𝐶𝑖,𝑘 )
2}, (10)

where 𝑓 (𝑋 ;𝑊 ) is the output vector of learningmodel given parame-

ters𝑊 , 𝐿 denotes the cross-entropy loss function,B(𝑥, 𝜖) represents
a neighborhood of 𝑥 : {𝑥 ′ : | |𝑥 ′ −𝑥 | |2 ≤ 𝜖}, and 𝛾 is a regularization
parameter to trade off between accuracy and robustness. With this

formulation, we can train a clustering-friendly robust model.

3.3 DP Assisted Approach with Quantization
Function

Based on the formulation (4), we propose a DP assisted approach

with quantization function (called DPQ). The core idea is perform-

ing DP based algorithm to find an accurate quantizer, i.e. obtaining

the optimal 𝐶𝑖 to minimize | |𝑄𝑖 (𝑊𝑖 ) −𝑊𝑖 | |
2
2. This is the standard

scalar K-means clustering problem. Then, we solve (4) directly.

We do not consider the constraints for quantizer in LQ-Net [28],

and thus search in a larger parameter space. During the solution

of (4), we do not perform the proposed DP based algorithm at

each iteration to save computation. Instead, it is executed every 𝑡
epochs while for other iteration we perform the Lloyd’s algorithm

for clustering. Thanks to the small perturbation of weights incurred

by SGD, the cluster centers𝐶 in last iteration is a good initial guess

of Lloyd’s algorithm. The fine-grained scalar clustering strategy in

last subsection is also used to improve the runtime efficiency.

This approach is also applicable to the robust DNN model. We

just need to plug the quantization function into the loss function for

robust model (such as TRADES) to derive the optimization problem:

min
𝑊,𝐶

{𝐿(𝑓 (𝑋 ;𝑄 (𝑊 )), 𝑌 )+ max
𝑋 ′ ∈B(𝑋,𝜖)

𝛾𝐿(𝑓 (𝑋 ;𝑄 (𝑊 )), 𝑓 (𝑋 ′;𝑄 (𝑊 )))}.

(11)

And, the STE technique is used during the training, for either the

normal model or robust model.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed DPR and DPQ approaches for

DNN compression. We first conduct experiments with CIFAR-10

dataset [16] for compressing the normal DNN models in [7], [3],

and the Wide ResNet [26]. The results show the benefit of using the

proposed DP based algorithm to replace the Lloyd’s algorithm, and

the advantage of the proposed approaches over the counterparts.

Then, the experiments are carried out with the ImageNet dataset,

for compressing GoogLeNet [23] and ResNet-18 [13]. Lastly, the

experiments on compressing robust DNN models are presented.

The proposed approaches are implemented with Python 3.6.

The DPR approach has two hyperparameters: 𝜆, the regularizer
factor in (9); 𝑡 , the clustering frequency during training. We choose
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𝜆 = 100 for all experiments. The value of 𝑡 varies for different
datasets because it affects the number of training epochs to reach

convergence. The DPQ approach has only one hyperparameter 𝑡 ,
which is set to 5 for all experiments. The training and inference

are conducted on PyTorch. In all experiments, the compression

ratio (CR) of the proposed approaches is obtained with (1) and then

rounded to an integer.

4.1 Compressing Normal Models on CIFAR-10

The TT-Conv model [7] contains six convolutional layers and one

fully-connected (FC) layer. The authors of TT-Conv used tensor

train decomposition to compress the convolutional layer by 4X

which makes the inference accuracy decreases by 2%. In [3], a Fresh-

Net approach is proposed to quantize the weights of a DNNmodel’s

weights on the frequency domain, based on the observation that

the learned convolutional weights are smooth and low-frequency.

It achieves a CR of 16, with a 6.51% drop of inference accuracy.

In [24], Deep K-means is used to compress the TT-Conv model

and FreshNet model, which achieves less accuracy loss with same

compression ratio.

We first test the proposed DPR and DPQ with these two models.

We choose 𝑡 = 20 for DPR and use SGD with cosine annealing

for training. The learning rate reduces from 0.05 to 0.01 during

the training. The inference accuracy of the pretrained models we

obtained for TT-Conv and FreshNet model are 91.45% and 87.51%,

respectively. They are higher than those reported in [24]. For the

TT-Convmodel, we train 300 epochs. Because the FreshNet model is

prone to overfitting [3], we just train 150 epochs and obtain a better

result than training 300 epochs. The number of training epochs used

for our DP assisted approaches is consistent with the pretrained

model.We also use a variant of DPR called LR as a baseline, which

employs Lloyd’s algorithm to do clustering during training. The

other details of LR are consistent with DPR. The experimental

results of DPR, DPQ, and the baselines are listed in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 demonstrate two important phenomena.

Firstly, the inference accuracy of the model compressed by DPR is

always higher than that by LR, which means that the proposed DP

based algorithm is helpful to improve the accuracy of compressed

model. Secondly, the models compressed with our DPR performs

the best, and even can exhibit better accuracy than the pretrained

uncompressed model. The possible reason is that the constraint of

quantization may suppress overfitting, like what a 𝐿2-norm regular-

ized factor often behaves. Therefore, we believe that performing a

suitable weight quantization cannot only reduces the size of model,

but also improve the performance of DNN.

Table 1: The results of compressing themodels in [7] and [3].

Δ means the change of inference accuracy compared to the
pretrained model.

TT-Conv model [7] FreshNet model [3]

Approach CR Δ(%) Approach CR Δ(%)

TT Decomposition [7] 4 -2.00 Hashed Net [2] 16 -9.79

Deep K-means [24] 2 +0.05 FreshNet [3] 16 -6.51

Deep K-means [24] 4 -0.04 Deep K-means [24] 16 -1.30

LR (3 bits) 10 -0.87 LR (2 bits) 16 -0.76

DPR (3 bits) 10 +0.31 DPR (2 bits) 16 -0.57

DPQ (3 bits) 10 +0.22 DPQ (2 bits) 16 -1.56

Compared with Deep K-means [24], the model compressed by

DPR exhibits much higher accuracy with same or larger CR. For

the proposed DPQ, it performs the same as DPR for the TT-Conv

model, but worse for the FreshNet model. This is possibly caused by

the network architecture of FreshNet and the small size of dataset.

FreshNet has very simple structure, which makes the overfitting

easy to happen. We will show the experiments with more popu-

lar networks (GoogLeNet and ResNet-18) and the larger dataset

(ImageNet) in the following subsections.

An additional experiment is carried out, following that was done

in [24]. We combine the proposed approach with the pruning and

Huffman coding to compress the Wide ResNet [26] on CIFAR-10.

The sparsity for each layer and the pruning method are the same as

those in [24], where a total CR=47 is achieved with 2.23% drop of

inference accuracy and CR=50 is achieved with 4.49% drop of accu-

racy. We use DPR to replace Deep K-means for 2-bit quantization,

resulting in CR of 77 with only 2.94% accuracy drop.

4.2 Compressing Normal Models on ImageNet

The proposed approaches are first tested on GoogLeNet trained

on the ImageNet ILSVRC2012 dataset. We use the PyTorch offi-

cial model as a pretrained model, whose top-1 accuracy is 69.78%

and top-5 accuracy is 89.53%. We quantize the all convolutional

layer and fully-connected layer. Our experiment settings are con-

sistent with the PyTorch example1 of ImageNet except the number

of training epochs. We just train 30 epochs and make the learning

rate decay 10X at the 20th and 25th epoch respectively, because

the pretrained model provides a good initial solution. The learn-

ing rate is initialized at 0.001. We choose 𝑡 = 3 for DPR because

three epochs are enough for SGD to converge when the cluster

centers are fixed. The results are listed in Table 2. It shows that

the proposed approaches result in better accuracy than Deep K-

means with 2.5X larger compression as well. Similar to those for

TT-Conv, the models compressed by our DPR and DPQ even exhibit

better inference accuracy than the pretrained uncompressed model.

While comparing DPR and DPQ, we see that the latter performs

remarkably better than the former.

Table 2: The results of compressing GoogLeNet. Δ-top1 and
Δ-top5 are the changes of top1-accuracy and top5-accuracy
compared to the pretrained model, respectively.

Approach CR Δ-top1 (%) Δ-top5 (%)

Deep K-means [24] 4 -1.95 -1.14

DPR (3 bits) 10 -1.56 -0.88

DPR (4 bits) 7 +0.30 +0.20

DPQ (3 bits) 10 +0.04 +0.05

DPQ (4 bits) 7 +1.85 +1.02

Then, we conduct the experiment of compressing ResNet-18

with ImageNet dataset. The proposed approaches are compared

with LQ-Net and other approaches, whose results are obtained from

[28]. For fairness, we quantize all the convolutional layer and fully-

connected layer except the first and last layers and do not employ a

pretrained model, the same as in [28]. The results are listed in Table

3. From it we see that DPQ surpasses the others when compressing

ResNet-18 to more than 2 bits. For 2-bit quantization of ResNet-18,

the accuracy of the model compressed with DPQ is comparable to

1https://github.com/pytorch/examples/tree/master/imagenet
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Table 3: The results of compressing ResNet-18. acc-top1 and

acc-top5 are the top1-accuracy and top5-accuracy on Ima-

geNet, respectively.

Approach CR acc-top1 (%) acc-top5 (%)

TTQ (2 bits) [30] 16 66.6 87.2

ADMM (2 bits) [18] 16 67.0 87.5

LQ-Net (2 bits) [28] 16 68.0 88.0

LQ-Net (3 bits) [28] 10 69.3 88.8

LQ-Net (4 bits) [28] 7 70.0 89.1

DPR (2 bits) 16 63.0 84.5

DPR (3 bits) 10 69.2 88.6

DPR (4 bits) 7 70.3 89.5

DPQ (2 bits) 16 67.7 87.9

DPQ (3 bits) 10 69.8 89.3

DPQ (4 bits) 7 70.5 89.6

that compressed with LQ-Net. And for the quantization with 4 bits,

the accuracy of the model compressed with DPR is also better than

that with LQ-Net. This shows that the proposed approach, especially

DPQ, has superior or comparable performance of compression to

the recent LQ-Net approach.

4.3 Compressing Robust Models

The proposed DPR and DPQ are extended to compress the robust

DNN models. They are denoted by DPR+ and DPQ+ respectively,

and train the compressed model through solving (10) and (11) based

on the TRADES technique [29]. The training settings and evaluat-

ing settings are consistent with the public codes2 of TRADES . We

choose 𝑡 = 5 for DPR+ because their training epochs are small. We

first test a small network proposed by [1], which consists of four

convolutional layers and three FC layers. We called it SmallCNN

and train it on the MNIST dataset. The pretained model achieves

99.54% accuracy on normal testing data and 96.91% accuracy under

a powerful attack algorithm named PGD (projected gradient de-

scent) [22]. Then, we train a robust ResNet-18 model on CIFAR-10,

which achieves 92.44% accuracy on normal testing data and 46.74%

accuracy under the PGD attack.

Because there is few work on compressing a robust model with

quantization approach, we consider a baseline called DP0 for com-

parison. DP0 directly quantizes the weights of the pretrained model

with the proposed DP based algorithm to realize compression. Table

4 shows the accuracy drop of different compressed robust models

obtained with DP0, DPR
+ and DPQ+. From the table, we see that

DP0 employing the simple weight-clustering quantization cannot

preserve the accuracy of the robust model. It results in the accu-

racy drop on natural example and adversarial example up to 22.6%.

With the proposed DPR+ and DPQ+ approaches, the accuracy drop

caused by the compressed model is remarkably reduced (no more

than 4.81%). This is due to the proposed formulations (10) and (11)

for training the compressed robust model. On the other hand, we

find out that DPR+ performs better than DPQ+. Although they have

comparable accuracy drop on the natural examples, DPR+ produces

the model with 2% less accuracy drop than DPQ+ on the adversarial

example. With 2-bit quantization, DPR+ obtains a compressed ro-

bust ResNet-18 model which exhibits less than 3% accuracy drop

on both natural and adversarial examples.

2https://github.com/yaodongyu/TRADES

Table 4: The results of compressing the robust SmallCNN (on

MNIST) and ResNet-18 (on CIFAR-10). Δ𝑛𝑎𝑡 and Δ𝑎𝑑𝑣 are the
accuracy changes for natrual images and adversarial images

compared to the pretrained model, respectively.

Approach CR Model Δ𝑛𝑎𝑡 (%) Δ𝑎𝑑𝑣 (%)

DP0 (2 bits) 14 SmallCNN -0.44 -5.90

DPR+ (2 bits) 14 SmallCNN -0.11 -2.38

DPQ+ (2 bits) 14 SmallCNN -0.37 -4.44

DP0 (2 bits) 16 ResNet-18 -22.48 -22.60

DPR+ (2 bits) 16 ResNet-18 -0.98 -2.77

DPQ+ (2 bits) 16 ResNet-18 +0.40 -4.81

5 CONCLUSIONS

A dynamical programming based algorithm for scalar clustering

and two DNN compression schemes, DPR and DPQ, are proposed.

DPR includes training a clustering-friendly network with a formu-

lation including the regularization item and the DP based algorithm

obtaining the optimal solution of scalar weight clustering. DPQ

includes using the DP based algorithm to find a better quantizer

and training/compressing the DNN with a formulation with quanti-

zation function. DPR and DPQ are also extended to compress robust

DNNs, through a combination with the TRADES approach [29].

Exhaustive experiments have been carried out to show the ad-

vantages of the proposed approaches over existing counterparts for

compressing normal and robust DNNs. Experimental results also

show, the DPR approach performs better for robust models while

the DPQ approach is more suitable for large DNN models.
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